Neuronal responses to an asymmetrical alternating current field can mimic those produced by an imposed direct current field in vitro.
The remarkable polarity-dependent growth and anatomical organization of neurons in vitro produced by imposed direct current (DC) voltage gradients (electrical fields; Ef) can be mimicked by another type of electrical cue. This is a properly structured asymmetrical alternating current (AC) electrical field (A-ACEf). Here we provide details on the construction of an AC signal generator in which all components of an AC waveform can be individually controlled. We show that 1) conventional symmetrical AC voltage gradients will not induce growth, guidance, or architectural changes in sympathetic neurons. We also provide the first qualitative and quantitative data showing that an asymmetric AC application can indeed mimic the DC response in chick sympathetic neurons and their growing neurites. This shift in orientation and neuronal anatomy requires dieback of some neurites and the extension of others to produce a preferred orientation perpendicular to the gradient of voltage. Our new results may lead to a noninvasive means to modify nerve growth and organization by magnetic inductive coupling at distance. These data also indicate the possibility of a means to mimic DC-dependent release of drugs or other biologically active molecules from electrically sensitive that can be loaded with these chemical cargos.